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She finished her first book after eight years of herding sheep in the Big Horn River Basin, pulling calves in
rainstorms in the Beartooths, fighting off lecherous hermitcowboys in town, and waiting out long Wyoming
winters alone in her cabin. I found the book in a used book store. Traditionally, at least, ranch life has gone
against materialism and has stood for the small achievements of the human conjoined with the animal, and the
simpler pleasures Days unfold, bathed in their own music. Ehrlich continued to help out when needed,
whether it was for herding or any other duty. Over the next five years, Ehrlich would record her experiences as
a ranch hand and herder as well as a friend to others in the same occupation. It was written in "fits and starts"
as many journal entries are. Shortly before Ehrlich set off to meet with the sheepherders in Lovell, she learned
that her lover, David, was dying. In , Ehrlich traveled from her native California to Wyoming to start shooting
the footage for the documentary. There is no vocabulary for the subject of feelings. By Gretel Ehrlich. Ehrlich
grew up in Santa Barbara, California, an academic, who decided to give it up for the open spaces of Wyoming.
The manuscript, originally a journal sent to a friend, sings a lovesong to the West in a hard, lean, yet feminine
prose. That type of isolation causes a lot of strange behavior, from the violent to the apparently crazy. Nights
become hallucinatory; dreams, prescient. Everything in nature invites us constantly to be what we are In
Wyoming, everyone knows everyone and there is a strict Western code to be followed. The toughness I was
learning was not a martyred doggedness, a dumb heroism, but the art of accommodation. For the first time I
was able to take up residence on earth with no alibis, no self-promoting schemes. The silence is profound.
Along with a great deal of information and insight on the lives of ranchers, herders, cowboys and their beliefs
and work ethic, Ehrlich also shares many tales of her relationships with these people. In , Ehrlich, a
documentary filmmaker, left the cockroaches and carbon monoxide of Los Angeles to make a film in
Wyoming. I expect to read more of Ehrlich. No matter what a person's attitude, however, he or she is accepted.
After the text was written, Ehrlich created a flow in the work, although it is clear that the work is a sort of
mosaic rather than a single painting. Boulder: Roberts Rinehart,  The air between people is charged. The
original reason for the trip was for Ehrlich, who was a filmmaker in addition to being a writer, to film a
documentary for Public Broadcasting. And her essays are about Wyoming, my neighbor state and our least
populated oneâ€”to me, a feature, not a bug. However, the exact opposite occurred and Ehrlich found her true
self in spite of her efforts. Instead, it matches its man. Edited by Wallace Stegner. Descriptive words are
dropped, even verbs The title alone intrigued meâ€”one who thinks that soul nurturing places, solitude and
silence are the final luxuries. Despite David's worsening condition, Ehrlich went ahead with the film project.
The book was written over a period of five years, from  Instead of talking, we seem to share one eye.


